
(You will be notified when a GA host is assigned) 

First name 

Middle name 

Last name 

Employment Level 

Contact phone number 

Current Institutional affiliation 

Institutional e-mail address 

GA host

Technical supervisor 
(a) This is the contact who will interface with the user's DIII-D related needs on a day-to-day basis.
(b) This person must be an existing DIII-D user. 

Country of birth 

Country of citizenship 
(a) Non-US visitor requires a 2-week lead time to process badge paperwork

Do you have a green card? 

Desired start date 

Expected departure date 

Type of visit 

Do you require an office space? 

Indicate your research area(s) from the following: FPP Research, Steady-State and Pulsed Fusion Core, Plasma Control, 
Divertor Science and Innovation, Core-Edge Integration, Negative Triangularity, Plasma Interacting Technology, Plasma-
Material Interactions, Disruption Mitigation, Heating and Current Drive, Diagnostics and Actuators, ITER Research, ITER 
Integrated Scenarios, Turbulence and Transport, Pedestal and Non/Small ELM Regimes, Transient Control, Computing, 
Diagnostic Development, and Engineering? 

Provide a short description below of the proposed research at DIII-D 

ON-SITE VISIT REQUEST



Do you currently have cyber access? 

(If you require cyber access, answer the remaining questions) 
Will you be participating on the DIII-D team as a user of data? 

If yes, will you be onsite planning experiments? 

If not onsite, will you be planning experiments remotely? 

Funding source 

Cyber account start date 

**Submit completed forms to Fran Castilleja at castillejaf@fusion.gat.com** 

System Name Description 
Email Assignment of a user@fusion.gat.com email address. Typical for GA employees and 

long-term, on-site collaborators. 
Wiki DIII-D media wiki account https://diii-d.gat.com

Docs doku wiki account https://docs.gat.com 

SharePoint 
Guest 

A SharePoint/OneDrive account for collaborators that utilize their institution e-mail 
address to log into the Fusion SharePoint tenant. This is typical for collaborators. If 
you select this, DO NOT select ‘Microsoft 365’. 

Microsoft 365 A SharePoint/OneDrive account that requires a user@fusion.gat.com user name for 
the Fusion SharePoint tenant. This is typical for GA employees and certain 
collaborators. If you select this, DO NOT select ‘SharePoint Guest’. 

Network Add a computer MAC address for wired or wireless connectivity to the Fusion 
network when on campus. This is typical for GA employees or a collaborator that 
brings their institution laptop on campus (personal devices are not allowed on the 
Fusion network). 

Cybele SSH/NoMachine Gateway system to the MFE (Fusion) network. 

Iris DOE/DIII-D cluster. 

Omega Only for developing new codes, porting codes from iris and testing right now. 

VPN-MFE VPN access to general MFE (Fusion) network. 

VPN-IFT VPN access to IFT network. 

VPN-TokZone VPN access to the TokZone. 

Atom PCS operators and testers. Also run TIMCON. 

Baldur SSH/No Machine gateway to the TokZone network. 

Plutus MFE (Fusion) general file server for workstations. Can be used to hold GA work. No 
experiment data! Not generally used by scientists or collaborators. 

Saturn GA IR&D Linux cluster. 

CYBER ACCESS

Place a check mark next to the systems desired. If you are unsure, leave blank.
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https://diii-d.gat.com/
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